Existence verbs in the Yakut language as evidence of linguistic contacts
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Abstract. The article considers the verbs of being in the Yakut language as evidence of language contacts. The purpose of this article is to present the verbs of being in the Yakut language in the light of a comparative study of the verbs of being in related Turkic languages, which is important in solving the problem of defining the historical linguistic community. The novelty is their consideration in the aspect of the problem of linguistic contacts. Their presentation in the Yakut language is relevant in accordance with the principles and methods of linguistic analysis, comparative-comparative study of verbs of related Turkic languages. An overview of the state of study of the verbal lexicon of being in linguistics is presented. It has been determined that the presentation of the characteristics of the lexical-semantic groups of verbs as one of the fundamental components of the functional-semantic field of being in the Yakut language is important in the further presentation of the initial theoretical provisions, determining the fundamental conceptual and methodological principles and substantiating the conceptual and terminological basis for studying the verbs of being in the Yakut language and Turkology in general. It is indicated that the study of the verbs of being in the aspect of the problem of linguistic contacts is important in identifying the corpus of existential verbal lexemes in the Yakut language, determining the lexical-semantic group of verbs of being that are part of the functional-semantic field of the same name, studying the text-forming function of verbs of being in the Turkic languages. It was revealed that such studies are important in establishing a common Pra-Turkic language at the level of the system of lexical-semantic groups of existential verbs, as well as general and specific in the functioning of existential verbs in the Yakut language and the Turkic languages of Southern Siberia.

1 Introduction

The category of beingness is a fundamental category in epistemology, dialectics, logic and philosophy; it is also of interest for philological research. The universality of this category is due to its extra-linguistic reality [1]. Being is perceived on the basis of linguistic material, since the idea of it is expressed with the help of the linguistic system. In this regard, the category of beingness is understood as a linguistic category. The verbs of being are the main means of the functional-semantic field of beingness, they denote the process of being, existence, and presence. Since they represent a fundamental category at the vocabulary level, they require special study. The relevance of the study is also due to its novelty. For the first time, the verbs of being in the Yakut language are considered in the aspect of the problem of linguistic contacts. New is the presentation of the verbs of being in the Yakut language in accordance with the principles and methods of linguistic analysis, comparative study of verbs of related Turkic languages.

2 Materials and methods

The purpose of this article is to present the verbs of being in the Yakut language in the light of a comparative study of the verbs of being in related Turkic languages, which is important in solving the problem of defining the historical linguistic community. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to turn to the history of the study of the problem of being verbs in linguistics, to describe the characteristics of the lexical-semantic group of verbs of being as one of the fundamental components of the functional-semantic field of being in the Yakut language, and also to analyze the linguistic material based on the verbal existential vocabulary of Turkic languages of Southern Siberia as related ones. A study of this nature can be helpful in further presenting the initial theoretical provisions, determining the fundamental conceptual and methodological principles and substantiating the conceptual and terminological basis for studying the verbs of being in the Yakut language. Consideration of the verbs of being in the aspect of the problem of language contacts can be important in identifying the corpus of existential verbal lexemes in the Yakut language, determining the lexical-
3 Results and discussion

Study of the verbs of being in linguistics. In foreign linguistics, the methods of linguistic manifestation of being are carried out with the study of verbs and syntactic constructions with the meaning of being (E. Benveniste, O. Esperens, C. Kahn, C. Fillmore, E. Clark, etc.). The studies of domestic linguists, starting from the end of the 19th century, present provisions on existential verbs and links, on the existential meaning of some constructions of the Russian language (K.S. Aksakov, A.A. Potebnya), representation of the category of beingness in syntax (A.M. Peshkovsky, A. Shakhatrov).

In linguistics from the second half of the twentieth century, in the study of the category of beingness, various approaches have been outlined. According to the theory of functional grammar the theory of functional grammar (A.V. Bondaruk, M.D. Voeikova, E.A. Referovskaya), beingness is understood as a semantic category that contains various options for the meaning of being, existence, presence. The language means expressing these options and related to different levels of the language system are the functional-semantic field of beingness. In studies representing a linguo pragmatic approach to the study of language, beingness is considered as a category that is expressed in a limited part of the syntactic structures of the Russian language (N.D. Artyunova, E.N. Shiryaev). In contrast to this theory, the syntactic approach to the category of beingness presents it as a category expressing subject-predicate relations as a sign of a separate sentence in Russian (V.V. Vostokov, I.V. Tikhonova). When approaching the category of beingness from the standpoint of the syntax of the text, the functions of sentences with the semantics of being are studied. In the syntax of the text, the category of beingness is manifested in the form of a text-forming factor, which determines the semantic types of fragments of the text and the semantics of the entire text as a whole (I.V. Tikhonova).

The study of the verbs of being, one way or another, is associated with the traditional problems of the study of verbs. The verbs of being are of interest to researchers in the light of the problem of differentiating polysemy and homonymy of the verb word, where the main criteria are semantic analysis based on the semantic derivation of the semantics of a polysemantic word, as well as component analysis, built on a detailed study of the semantic structure of the word (O.S. Akhmanova, V.M. Zhirmunsky, F.P. Filin, L.A. Novikov and others).

The problem of differentiating polysemy and wide-meaning is one of the urgent problems in linguistics, since the questions of establishing the limits of meaning of a wide-meaning word, the difference between polysemy and wide-meaning, determining the features of semantic derivation of wide-meaning words require special study (M.V. Nikitin, I.K. Archipov and others).

The problem of the relationship between the meanings of words and their compatibility in relation to the study of the semantic structure of polysemous verbs based on the analysis of their lexical compatibility is based on the study of a certain context in determining the meaning of lexical units. In this regard, it is interesting to study existential verbs in contextual design. According to researchers, the semantic meaning of a word in its implementation is associated with the peculiarities of its functioning in sentences/contexts of a certain type [2].

Studies devoted to the lexico-semantic classification of verbs with widely developed polysemy, since “widely developed polysemy” reflect the generalized nature of semantics and the dependence of meaning on the context, are highly regarded, while they are not synonymous with the concept of “wide-meaning” (A.M. Plotnikova, E.A. Chudinova and others).

Existential verbs have been studied in the aspect of current research in the field of the systemic organization of the verbal lexicon, the lexicographic description of which comes from the need to resolve the issue of the status and structure of the lexical-semantic group (F.P. Filin, E.V. Kuznetsova, L.G. Babenko).

The problem of the relationship between regular polysemy and functional equivalence of verbs also covers the study of existential vocabulary. It is advisable to study the issue of functional equivalence of words at the level of LSG, one of the essential features of which is the phenomenon of regular polysemy. Research in this area is related to the fact that these phenomena, represented by the development of the same secondary meanings in words that are semantically similar in basic meanings, characterize the entire lexical-semantic system of the language (N.A. Borovikova, E.V. Kuznetsova and others).
Research devoted to the problem of classification of models of regular polysemy of verb vocabulary is relevant. There have appeared works in which the structure of a polysemantic verb was studied in relation to certain groups of verbs in the lexical-semantic group (E.V. Kaznetsova, L.M. Vasiliev, A.P. Chudinov and others).

Existential verbal lexicon was studied in the aspect of LSG problems (G.I. Kondratenko, A.P. Chudinov), concept theory (O. M.N. Zamatelina, L.I. Lukht, O.V. Senyukova, Yu.A. Klimova, I.V. Tikhonova), dialectal material (M.A. Kazazaeva, A.P. Kargina, N.V. Laguta), syntax (N.D. Arutunova, E.N. Shiryaev, S.P. Anokhina, N.A. Deryusheva, M.E. Khaïtov, V.T. N. Varfolomeeva, M.A. Kazazaeva, A.L. Lenza). Thus, existential verbs were studied in the light of the problems of studying verbal lexicon. Significant results have been achieved in the study of the systemic organization of verb lexicon.

In Turkology, the category of the verb has been sufficiently studied, significant factual linguistic material has been collected. The verb of the Turkic languages is investigated from the position of lexical-semantic, structural analysis. Semantic groups of verbs (verbs of speech, thinking, action and movement) are distinguished (A.A. Yuldashev, E.V. Sevortyan, P.E. Beloglazov, D.Sh. Batyrmurzaeva). Issues of semantics of individual verbs of the Turkic languages are presented in studies devoted to grammatical categories (E.V. Sevortyan, E.R. Tenishev, A.A. Yuldashev, N.Z. Gadzhieva, A.A. F.A. Ganiev and others).

The problem of comparative lexicology based on the material of various language systems is urgent. Significant results have been achieved in solving the problem of describing lexical-semantic groups of Turkic verbs (E.D. Balygina, N.D. Garipova, D.M. Khasanova, A.N. Chugunevok, M.G. Usmanova, M.D. Chertykov, A.Ya. Sâlchak and others) and studying lexical-semantic groups in the Turkic languages (N.Z. Gadzhieva, A.A. Koklyanova, G.K. Kuliev, F.A. M. Khasanova, M. G. Usmanova, M. D. Chertykov, A. R. Tazranova and others). There are studies devoted to the problem of polysemy, methods of interpreting polysemous words (N.Z. Gadzhieva, A.A. Koklyanova, G.K. Kuliev, F.A. G. Usmanova, M.D. Chertykov, A.R. Tazranova and others). In Turkology, the study of existential verbs continues in the light of the study of polysemy issues, the systemic organization of verb lexicon, the presentation of lexical-semantic groups of individual verbs.

The first description of the category of verb in the Yakut language is in the work of O.N. Betlingka “On the Yakut language”, where a section is devoted to word formation of a verb: a list of indecomposable verb stems is given, distributed into groups depending on the syllable structure, the structure of derived verb stems is considered. This work also presents the first information about the formation of the tense and mood forms of the Yakut verb [3]. To the work of O.N. Betlingka “On the Yakut language” dictionary materials are attached, compiled from printed sources and texts by A.Ya. Uvarovsky (4600 words).

The vocabulary of the Yakut language presented in the dictionary is given in a phonetic notation, provided with a translation, arranged in the alphabetical order adopted in works on Sanskrit, compared by origin with other Turkic and Mongolian languages, its use in a sentence is illustrated. The dictionary contains verbs that refer to the process of being. The work of O.N. Betlingka “On the Yakut language” in the scientific world was highly appreciated as an outstanding event in the comparative historical study of the Turkic languages, “it constituted an era in the study of Turkic languages in Russia and in world science, and was immediately used as a theoretical study in general linguistics. and as a textbook on the Yakut language” [4].

Based on the work of O.N. Betlingka “On the Yakut language” later, grammars of the Yakut language were created, where separate sections are devoted to the verb. In them, some existential verbs are given as examples to the main theses on the verbal system of the Yakut language (S.V. Yastremsky, N.N. Poppe, N.S. Grigoriev, L.N. Kharitonov).

In 1954, the scientific work of L.N. Kharitonov "Types of the verb base" was published, the appearance of which marked new fundamental principles in the development of the category of the verb in the Turkic languages. For the first time, it presented an analysis of the semantic, structural and phonetic-morphological features of various types of verbal stems of the Yakut language, while existential verbs were presented in the composition of state-verbs [5].

Works on the grammar of the Yakut language appeared, in which certain aspects of the verb category were analyzed (E.I.Korkina, G.G. Filipov, N.I. Popova). The results of research on the grammar of the Yakut language were used in the compilation of the fundamental "Grammar of the modern Yakut literary language" in two parts [6, 7]. They also summarized the conclusions on the study of the verb system in the Yakut language.

Existential verbs in one aspect or another are presented in the works on the lexicology of the Yakut language (P.S. Afanasiev, N.V. Vasiliev and others). For example, in the monograph by N.N. Vasiliev, verbal synonymy is presented within the semantic groups, in which the synonymization of groups most often occurs [8]. Existential verbs are indicated in the group of verbs synonymy denoting objectless actions-manifestations and general states: өс 'die' / бүрүп 'die' / тугаралыа 'give your soul to God' / бар 'go to the other world'; өйт 'die' / хордоо 'stretch legs' / саараа 'die'; сүт 'to be lost, to disappear' / мэлий 'to be lost'; өйт 'to end, to expire' / барган 'to dry out, to end, to be used up' / мэлий 'to end, to deplete; тороо 'to be born' / үүккэ 'to be born, to happen' / айылын 'to be created'; өйт 'stop' / тогтоол 'stop, stop' / уурай 'stop, end'; кырый 'getting old' / сорсүү 'getting old'. Some existential verbs are classified in the following groups:

- synonymy of verbs denoting physical processes: үөслөө 'multiply, increase' / уккөө 'decrease, dry out, dry up, evaporate' / үөлүү 'decrease in volume, decrease, subside';
- synonymy of verbs denoting a change in quantitative signs: элбээ 'multiply, increase' / үөл 'decrease, dry out, dry up, evaporate' / үөлүү 'decrease in volume, decrease, subside';
multiply, multiply, increase in number / дөө адий 'increase' / хаанаа 'increase in number, multiply' / мөлтөө 'multiply, breed (in large numbers)';
- synonymy of verbs denoting a change in specific (sensory) signs and qualities: амшүр 'to bitter' / амтүү 'slightly rancid (about oil, fat)'; сызык 'to rot, to deteriorate' / ёммий 'to rot' / бүүрүү бүүр 'to deteriorate' / сызык 'to start to rot, to deteriorate'.

The analysis of this material by semantic groups allowed the author of this monograph to draw a conclusion about a high degree of synonymous possibilities of verbs.

In our work, it is appropriate to present the lexical-semantic group of verbs of being as one of the fundamental components of the functional-semantic field of being in the Yakut language. The systematization of the verbs of being in the Yakut language was carried out on the basis of the classification of Russian verbs [9]. The verbal vocabulary of being in the Yakut language can be divided into three large lexico-semantic groups:

1. verbs denoting the initial phase of being, existence (сазакая 'to begin', төрөө 'to give birth, to be born', жоокъа 'to be, to come from something, to happen, to be from somewhere, to grow up somewhere');
2. verbs of existence (байар 'to be, to exist'. буол 'to be, to appear, to be done, to become; to be, to occur', олоржүэ 'to live');
3. verbs denoting the disappearance, the cessation of being (мөлтөө 'weaken, fade', ахаа 'weaken', ол 'die, end, perish; fade').

The selection of a lexical-semantic group within the class of existential verbs is based on the designation of phases in the process of being. The verbs within the existential class are distributed in accordance with the semantics of the meaning passed to them. In linguistic literature, phasicity is defined as “the meaning of the beginning, continuation and end of some process or action” [10].

No less interesting is the consideration of the verbs of being in the Yakut language in the aspect of the problem of defining the common Proto-Turkic language. A comparative study of the lexical-semantic groups of existential verbs of related Turkic languages can be a significant help in solving the problem of defining the historical linguistic community, which manifests itself in the proximity of the objects of study, both in structural and semantic terms [11, 12, 13]. In the Yakut language, the lexical-semantic groups of existential verbs did not become an object of comparative study. Such a study can make a significant contribution to the establishment of a common Proto-Turkic language at the level of the system of lexical-semantic groups of existential verbs. In this regard, it is advisable to consider the existential verbs presented in the monuments of ancient Turkic writing in comparison with the verbs in the Yakut language used in the context of existential use. Let us take a look at some examples. In the Yakut language, the verb of being олор, denoting the process of existence, has the following meanings: '2. live, reside, settle somewhere; 2. inhabit any locality' [14]. This verb in the indicated meanings is set forth in the small and large inscriptions of the Kul-Tegin stele, one of the monuments of ancient Turkic writing: ancient Turk. түрк билэг хаанан бу олуур түрлүү / Yakut түрүк билэг хаанан бу кызык олордук 'At that time I lived, the wise kagan of the Turks'; ancient Turk. хаан олурум / Yakut хаан буюлгун олурум 'lived as a kagan'; ancient Turk. Бууны хаан, Истмий хаан олорбуттар / Yakut Бууны хаан, Истмий хаан олорбуттар 'Bumann каган, Истмый каган lived' [15].

Revealing the general and specific in the functioning of existential verbs in the Yakut language and the Turkic languages of Southern Siberia is of particular interest, since the Altai, Tuvanian and Khakass languages are genetically closest to the Yakut language [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Consider an example based on the verb being. In the Yakut language, the verb төрөө, denoting the initial phase of being, existence, has the following meanings: '1. to give birth to a baby, a cub, to give life to a cub, a baby; 2. to be born as a result of childbirth, to be born (about a person, an animal); 3. to appear, be born (about something new); 4. to appear, to be observed again in the sky after the disappearance (about the new moon) [21]. The specified verb has similar meanings in the Tuvan language: Tuv. түрүүр/торөө- 'give birth (about a woman); bring cubs, give offspring (about animals); lay eggs (about a bird); be born' [22]. It was revealed that in the modern Tuvan language the form of the verb in question түрүүкөө is used in relation to animals and is used in the meaning of 'to calf, foal, lamb, farrow', when, as Tsagan-Nur Tuvanians actively use the form of this verb түрүүр 'give birth' in relation to a woman [23]. In the Altai language, the verbs төрөө- and төрүүр are used in relation to both a person and an animal: Altai төрөө 'give birth (about animals); төрүүр 'to give birth; to calve, to lamb' [24]. The following forms of this verb are found in the Khakass language: төрүүр-/торөө in the meaning 'to be born' [25]. This verb in all these languages is a verb of being, denoting the beginning of the process of being, existence, has a common Turkic basis дөөрө- with the meaning 'after' to be born, give birth' [26].

4 Conclusion

Thus, despite the fact that the verbs of being in linguistics are sufficiently studied, their consideration in the aspect of the problem of linguistic contacts is new, their presentation in the Yakut language is relevant in accordance with the principles and methods of linguistic analysis, comparative study of verbs of related Turkic languages. The description of the characteristics of the lexical-semantic groups of verbs as one of the fundamental components of the functional-semantic field of being in the Yakut language, the analysis of the linguistic material based on the verbal existential vocabulary of the Turkic languages of Southern Siberia as related, is important in the further presentation of the initial theoretical provisions, defining the fundamental conceptual and methodological principles and substantiating the conceptual and terminological basis
for studying the verbs of being in the Yakut language and Turkology in general. The study of the verbs of being in the aspect of the problem of linguistic contacts is important in identifying the corpus of existential verbal lexemes in the Yakut language, determining the lexical-semantic group of verbs of being that are part of the functional-semantic field of the same name, studying the text-forming function of verbs of being in Turkic languages, establishing a common Proto-Turkic studying the text-forming function of verbs of being in the functional-semantic field of the same name, lexical-semantic group of verbs of being that are part of verbal lexemes in the Yakut language, determining the is important in identifying the corpus of existential being in the aspect of the problem of linguistic contacts and Turkology in general. The study of the verbs of being in the Yakut language: Abstract of Ph.D. thesis: (Volograd, 1995)
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